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It follows that if a species happens to evolve a colour
vision system that makes objects look to have the primitive colours that they actually do possess, this can only
be an accident. This seems to imply that no species
(induding Homo sapiets) can be said to know the primitive colours of objects. What is the point of claiming
that objects have primitive colours if we cannot be said
to know what those primitive colours are?
A problem that attends both versions of realist primitivism is that they are complicated, as they are dualist
'extra'
views that hold that physical objects have
or
'emergent'
colour propenies over and above their physical properties. Therefore Occam's razor counts against
both versions of realist primitivism.
4. Eliminajiyisll
All forms of realism, then, face problems. These problems lend some support to eliminativism. On this view,
a tangerine in the forest is not orange, even ifsomeone
'only
is there to see it. On some versions, colours are
in the mind'. We evolved to experience objects as
coloured, not because they really are coloured, but
because experiencing objects as coloured enhances
adaptive fioress. Philosophers today generally favour
realism. But in the past many favoured eliminativism,
including Galileo, Newton, Descartes, and Locke. And
many contemporary vision scientists favour eliminati'the
vism. Thus, Zeki writes
nervous system.. . takes
whnt irfotmation there is in the extemal eTwiro?Lmefl4
Mmely, the reJlecunce of diference surfaces for Aifemt
wa,velenglhs of bqht, and transforms that information to
coilstrutt colours, using its own algorithms to do so'
(Zeh ryg:746, emphasis original).
I have noted that realist theories come in reductionist
and primitivist versions. The same is true of eliminativist theories, although this is not represented in Fig. Ca.
The eliminativist might hold that colours (or colour
+quata) reduce to neural properties of the brain,
which we somehow mistakenly project onto extemal
objects (Hardin 1988). Altematively, he might hold that
colours are primitive properties, which absolutely nothing has (Mackie ry76). On this view, colour properries
only live in the contents of our experiences. Similarly,
absolutely nothing has the property of being a winged
horse: this property only lives in the contents of our
thoughts.
The argument for eliminativism is that it provides the
best overall account of the facts about colours. Consider, for instance, Maxwell and Mabel, who exhibit a
case of biological variation. We have seen that some
response-independent reductionists accept asymmetrical
misrepresentation: the verdict that one gets it right and
the other gets it wrong. The problem is that they cannot
provide an explanation of why one gets it right and the
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other gets it wrong, rather than the other way around.
On eliminativism, both get it wrong, so there is no need
to decide. And, crucially, the elirninativist may provide
an explanation ofwhy both get it wrong, which appeals
(among other things) to the claim that objects do not
have the colours presented to us in colour experience.
The eliminativist can also account for facts involving the
unitary-binary character of tlre colours. If he holds
that colours are neural properties of the brain, he can
treat them as neural facts. If he holds that colours are
primitive properties that nothing has, he can treat them
as primitive facts about colours. Finally, because eliminacivism banishes colours from the extemal world, it is
much simpler than realist versions of primitivism.
An obvious argument against eliminativism is that
it flies in the face of experience and common sense,
which have it that the world is coloured. In reply,
the eliminatiyist might point out that the all of the
realist theories we have examined depart considerably
from common sense at some points. This illustrates
a general feature ofthe philosophical debate conceming
colour: here as elsewhere, there is no perfect theory.
The best we can do is to try to draw up a balance
sheet and see where the balance of considerations tilts.
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colour, scientifi(
The human visual
system is sensitive to a narrow band of electromagnetic
radiation with wavelengths between 4oo and Toonrn.
These wavelengths are those which pass, largely unattenuated, through the Earth's atmosphere and make up
the visible specftum, a term coined by Isaac Newton in
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16zr. Newton was aiso aware that colour sensation does
'For
not derive fiom a property oflight;
the rays to speak
properly are not coloured. In them there is nothing else
than a certain power and disposition to stir up a sensacion of this or that colour'. Here Newton cofiectly
assefts in Opticks (ryoq) that colour is a product of our
nervous system. Yet three centuries later, it is apparent
that the task of elucidating the neural processes responsible for our chromatic world is far fiom straightforward.
A naive description of the neural basis of colour vision
may be caricatured as follows: the human retina contains
distinct rypes of light-sensitive receptors, the retinal
cones, adapted to detect light of specific wavelenghs;
different wavelengths thereby elicit different colour experiences. Nearly everything in this caricature is wrong.
Misconceptions about colour perception range fiom erroneous assumptions about the functions of colour vision as a whole to subtle misunderstandings about the
responses of specialized cells in the visual system. Advances in our understanding of the neurobiology of
colour vision, often in conjunction with psychophysical
studies, have resolved many ofthese issues and led to a
clearer picture ofthe determinants ofcolour experience.
It is, perhaps, easiest to understand the neurobiology of
colour vision in the context of its function. We will
initially consider the functions of colour vision, then
summarize the mechanisms through which these functions might be reahzed, and then assesshow our current
understanding of the anatomy and physiology of the
visual system might instantiate those mechanisms.
Along the way we note how different aspects of colourprocessing are related to the conscious experience of
colour *qualia.
r. What is colour vision for?
2,. Disentangling wavelength fiom intensity; disentangling surface reflectance from illumination
3. Anatomy and physiology of wavelength processing
r. What is colour vision for?
Colour perception is mediated by differential responses
of the visual system to light of different wavelengths.
It is, however, misleadi:rg to assume that colour perception has evolved for seeing the wavelength of light,
or that different colour qualia simply reflect differences
in the wavelength of light. Colour vision, in common
with the rest of vision, appears adapted for seeing objects in the world, and objects are seen by virtue ofthe
fact that they reflect light. The abiliry to respond differentially to the wavelength of light, over and above its
intensiry, provides a perceiver with additional information about the visual world. Different materials vary
in the efficiency with which they reflect iight of different
wavelengths. Thus determining the relative reflectance
of different wavelengths will speci$ the nature of
150

the surface material of which an object is composed.
Unfomrnately, the light illuminating the world can vary
considerably. The distribution of intensity at different
wavelengths, a light's spectrum, differs markedly as
sunlight changes over the day, the spectrum of skylight
differs from horizon to zenith, and the spectrum of
diffirsely reflected light in shadows is influenced by the
objects that have reflected it. The spectrum of light
reaching our eyes from an object is therefore not just
determined by the reflectance properties ofthe object's
surface, but also by the spectrum of the light illuminating it. Our abiliry to see an object as having an invariant
colour despite changes in its illuminant is called coloar
constancy and the visual system appears adapted to
achieving it, albeit imperfectly (see e.g. Brainard zoo3).
We might then propose that coiour perception
is really for establishing the reflectance properties of
materiais. Is there any evidence that this is the case?
Are the reflectance properties of materials with particular evolurionary value to an organism especially well
discriminated? From the seminal work of Allen G82il, a
number of studies have addressed this question by comparing the spectral reflectance properties of materials
with the sensitivities of the pigments within retinal
photoreceptors which are the first stage in permitting
an animal to discriminate wavelength.
Candidates
have included colour variation signalling the ripeness
or esculence of major items in animals' diets (Regan
et al. 2oor) and sexual signals (Dixson zooo).
Is colour vision for anlthing other than perceiving the
surface properties of objects? The abfiry to respond to
lights of different wavelengths confers more potential
abilities on an organism than estimating the reflectance
properties of objects. If an object has a different reflectance function from its background, an organism can
exploit this to segment the object ftom its background.
Spectal differences may well provide better segmentation cues than light intensiry (Sumner and Mollon zooo).
Intensity variation resulting from direct lighting and
shadows can break up the true contours of objects
and provide less reliable information than spectral content. The use of wavelength information to segment an
object fiom its background does not require any estimation of the nature of the light illuminating the visual
scene and so does not depend on colour constancy.
It is only necessary to signal that the reflectance properties of an object and its background are different. The
neurological condition of cerebral *achromatopsia,
where patients are rendered colour blind as a result
of *brain damage, provides evidence that the perception
of surface colour and the abfity to use wavelength to
segment objects from their backgrounds are independent
ofone another. Achromatopsic observers retain the latter
but have no phenomenal experience of colour qualia.
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Possessing multiple
rypes of photoreceptors,
sensitive to different waveiengths of light, may also be
advantageous even if wavelength information is not
extracted from their signals. Intensity information will
be available over a wider range of wavelengths than
would be possible using a single type of photoreceptor,
and differendy Lt environments will be discriminable.
The advantages multiple receptor types give for sight in

to be disentangled. There is, however, no means
by which surface reflectance can be extracted from the
information available to the visual system. The problem
is that the wavelength composition of reflected light
depends on the spectrum of the illuminant. Without
knowing the latter, the visual system must rely on
heuristics which provide good estimates in most circumstances.

ditrering lighting conditions provide a plausible mechanism for the earliest origins of colour vision as it
does not depend upon the pre-existence of neural circuitry for disentangling wavelength from intensity signals (Pichaud et aL. rggg).

One approach to determining the reflectance properry of a surface, in the absence of information about
the illuminant, is to select an anchor. Anchors are other
surfaces in the scene about which one can make educated guesses of their reflectance properties. Various
heuristics may be applied to selecting anchors. An object
whose surface colour is known can provide a good
anchor (a memory colour). Altematively, one might assume that very light surfaces are white and therefore
reflect all wavelengths with equal efficiency. The reflectance of any other surface can then be estimated in
comparison to one of these anchors simply by computing the chromatic contrast between it and the anchor.
If the surface to be estimated and the anchor are not
adjacent they can still be compared simply by taking the
product of all of the contrasts at the surface boundaries
lying on the path between the anchor and the target
surface. This scheme forms the core of the retinex colourconstancy algoithm developed by Edwin Land (Land

2. Disentangling wavelength from intensity;
fliselgsngling surface reflectance from illumination
Using multiple receptor rypes to extend the usable specmrm over which intensiry variation can be seen requires
lictle computation-the
ouq)uts of the receptors can
simply be added together. Disentangling wavelength
variation from intensiry variation is a little more complex. Estimating the reflectance properties ofsurfaces is
even more difficult.
If receptors are tuned to a specfic wavelength to
which they are most sensitive, but nevertheless respond
less effectively over a range of wavelengths, then responses will be inherendy ambiguous. Changes in
the response of a single receptor could equally well
be caused either by sbifts in the wavelength or by the
intensiry of the light faiLing upon it. It is only by comparing changes in the responses of receptors which
differ in their spectral tuning that these two possibilities

and McCann r97r). Its success or failure depends upon
rwo key factors: the accuracy with which the reflectances of the anchors are estimated and, in the case of
multiple iliuminants, the abiliry of the observer to determine which parts of a scene are illuminated by lights
w'ith different spectra.
There are many other cues which may be used heuristically to gauge the composition of an illuminant and
so discount it in the computation ofsurface reflectances.
These indude specular highlights on shiny objects
within a scene, the colouring of shadows berween
mutually illuminated objects, and covariations of wavelength and intensity statistics within a scene.
It should be clear that many aspects of colour constancy are likely to depend upon cognitive factors in
the interpretation of a visual scene. Nevertheless, understanding the anatomy and physiology of wavelength
processing provides us with substantial insights into
the mechanism colour vision and the potential neural
correlates of colour experience.

can be distinguished. If the stimulating light is composed of a mixture of wavelengths then, although
comparisons of receptor responses will distinguish between spectral and intensity changes, a number of different mixtures of lights will, nevertheless, produce
identical responses in both tlpes of receptors and
hence be indistinguishable (such indistinguishable mixtures are known as metamers). In humans, the consequence of possessing fewer receptor t)?es than normal
is that colour mixtures that would otherwise be discriminable are seen as identical. The overwhelming causes
of colour blindness are genetically based failures to
produce one of more photoreceptor pigments, or production of pigments which are abnormally close to
one another in the wavelengths oftheir peak sensitivity.
If the number of receptor rypes increases above
the normal complement then otherwise indistinguish3. Anatomy and physiology of wavelengh processing
able mixcures become discriminable, provided relevant
Three different types of cone-shaped photoreceptors
comparisons are computed (see cor,oun \IsroN, TETRA- in the retina convert lights of differing wavelengths
cHROMATTC).
into neural signals (Fig. Cz). Recently it has become
Simple comparisons of the responses of different repossible to image, determine the type, and illuminate
ceptor types therefore allow wavelength and intensity
individual cones in the livine human retina. One of
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the presence of a luminance-varying
edge falling in
the receptive field. These cells form the start of the
M-channel and might be seen as implemenring the
broadening of sensitivity to luminance across the spectrum by integrating signals form different receprors
discussed earlier (Fig. C3a).
Both midget ganglion cells and small bistratified cells
pit signals from cones of one rype against signals from

o
o

o

400

500

600

wavelength (nm)
Fig. C2. The retinacontainsthree types of daylight
photoreceptorscalledcones.Eachtype containsa different
light-sensitive
pigment which absorbslight and produces
neuralsignalsin response.
The three pigmentsare sensitive
to short- (blueish),medium- (greenish),
or long- (reddish)
wavelengthlightsas shown above,and are hence referredto
as 5, M, and L cones(seeColourPlate6).
the most remarkable fiodit gt of this work is that stimulating any type of cone can evoke any colour experience, demonstrating that colour experience is not
determined by cone activations but by the way they
are subsequendy processed (Hofer et al. zoo5). The
three cone-fn)es have peak sensitivities to lights
with wavelengths of 56o nm, 53onm and 43onm, and
are referred to as L, M, and S (long-, medium-, and
short-wavelength sensitive) cones respecrively (informally, red, green, and blue cones). The processes
through which colour percepts are derived from wavelengh information also begin in the retina but continue
in dorsal lateral geniculare nucleus (dLGN) of the midbrain, striate cortex, and extrastriate areas beyond it.
In the retina three rypes of ganglion cells receive
inputs from cones and extract inforrnation
from
them-they
form the stan of the M (luminance contrast), P (red-green), and K @lue-yellow) visual processing channels. All three ganglion cells have cenffesurround receptive field organization. The types of
cones feeding each ganglion cell-rype and the manner
in which stimulation of the centre and surround components of their receptive fields interact determine
the nature of the information conveyed from them
(Dacey zooo).
Parasol cells pit excitation from both L and M cones
against inhibition, again from both (few if any S cones
contribute). As a consequence of the symmetry between
inhibitory and excitatory inputs, such cells fail to signal
overall changes in the intensiry of light filling their
entire receptive field but are sensirive to differential
illumination of cenrre and surround and can thus signal
152

other rypes and hence convey wavelength information.
Midget ganglion cells (the start of the P-channel) pit
signals from L and M cones against one another
(Fig. C3b). Small bistratified cells (the srart of the
K-channel) pit sigrals from S cones against combined
L and M cone signals. In the periphery ofthe retina this
opponent receptive field stnrcture breaks down for
midget ganglion cells.
As discussed above, in principle, chromatic opponency
permia the separation of wavelength and intensity signals. Changes in intensity will act equally on the inhibitory and excitatory fields and hence produce litde

(a)

'o

(c)

'' LM+''
Luminance
opponency
(b)

fiT-

\i:..-:

- _:,:;:/.

Doublecolouropponency

Single colour opponency
Fig. C3. Outputsfrom conesfeed into cellsfurther into the
visualsystemwith a'centre-surround'spatialorganization.
(a)At the startof the M-channelcombined L and M cone
s i g n a l si n o n e p a r to f v i s u a sl p a c ei n h i b i ta c e l lw h i l ei h e
samecombinationin the surroundingpart of spaceexciteit
(inhibitionand excitationswitch rolesln other cells).The
resultis a cellwhich is sensitiveto luminancecontrast(edges).
(b) At the startofthe P-channelL and M cone signalsare not
combined but are themselvesput into opposition.For
example,L signalsin one part of visualspaceexcitea cell
w h i l et h e M s l g n a l si n t h e s u r r o u n d i n p
g a r to f s p a c ei n h i b i t
it (inhibitionand excitationswitch rolesin other cells;there
are alsocellswhich have inputsfrom S cones).The resultis
a cell which is sensitiveto variationin the wavelengthof
light but whose responsedoes not changeas luminance
varies.(c) In primaryvisualcortex,combinationsof
cone signalwith excitatoryand inhibitoryaction are put
into spatialopposition.Unlikethe cellsin (b) these 'doubleopponent'cellsare sensitiveto chromaticcontrast(see
ColourPlate7).
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response. A change in wavelength will, however, elicit
a response as it differentially influences the excitatory
and inhibitory fields. Such cells can be seen as disentangling wavelength fiom intensity. They do not, however,
signal chromatic contrast-stimulating
their centre
and surround fields with lights of differing wavelengths
produces weak or non-existent responses. There is evi
dence, nevertheless, that L/M cone opponent signals
might help animals detect food sources by wavelengh
even if determining the shape of the food items requires
additional processing (Love11et al. zoo5).
In both the P- and K-channels the receptive field
organization found in the retina is replicated in the
the parvocellular layers and in cells between
LGN-in
layers respectively (although K-cells identified by cellmembrane chemistry are also found in the parvocellular
layer, with a smaller number being found in the magnocellular layer). Both P- and K-channels project on
to cells in the cytochrome-oxidase blobs ofstriate cortex
(groups of cells identified by their membrane chemistry). Some K-ce1lsalso project directly to Vz and some
P-ce1lsalso imervate *Vr interblobs.

There is recent evidence for cells in Vr that respond
selectively to specific chromatic contrasts (Conway zoor,
Johnson et al. 2oor). Unlike the colour-opponent cells in
the retina and LGN, these cortical cells have a doubbopponent organization-their
centre fields are both excited by one class of cone input and inhibited by another; in their surround fields the cones rypes exert the
opposite influence (the central inhibitor is excitatory in
the surround and vice versa; Fig. C3c). Activation of
both the centre and surround fie1ds of such cells will
be modulated by changes in the wavelength, but not
intensity, of Light. The optimal stimulus will be one with
different wavelengths in the centre and surround regions of the receptive field. These cells may have inputs
fiom all three cone rlpes, so cells selective for a wide
range of contrasts, and for combinations of luminance
and colour contrast, could exist. The cells, as has been
demonstrated, respond well to borders berween differently coloured areas of an image. Such cells could
contribute both to the segmentation of visual scene on
the basis of colour borders and to early stages of some
colour constancy processes(Fig. Ca).
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Fig, C4. Chromaticcontrastcan be more usefulin detectingthe edgesof objectsthan brightnesscontrast,
which is often due to lighting effectssuch as shadows.The cone activationselicitedby the image (a)were
u s e dt o c o m p u t ea r e a so f h i g h b r i g h t n e scso n t r a s(t b ) a n d h i g h c o l o u rc o n t r a s (t f r o mL a n d M c o n e s i g n a l s ) .
Brightness
contrastis detectedby luminanceopponent cellsin the retinaand LGN.Colourcontrastis detected
only by double opponent cellsin striatecortex.The photographand cone activationdata were kindly
suppliedby Professor
T. Trosciankoand Dr P,G. Lovell,from Lovellet al. (2005).The image processingis by
(SeeColourPlate8).
the author (RWK).
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Cells in Vr blobs project to the
stripes' in Vz.
There is tentative evidence that the location of these
cells within each stripe is organized in a systematic
manner-in
colow maps (Xiao et al. zoo3). Combined
with the likelihood that these cells are not responding
to wavelength per se, but to the chromatic contrast of
light in a particular location against its background, this
raises the intriguing possibfity that the location of
neural activation in Vz thin stripes will correlate quite
well with perceived colour.
The evidence for colour processing in Vr and Vz is
quite recent; earlier work on cortical colour processing
concentrated on extrastriate areas in venfromedial occipital cortex. The clinical condition of cerebral achromatopsia, in which patients lose the ability to perceive
colour, not as a result of retinal abnormalities, but
rather as a consequence of brain damage, provides
strong evidence that brain areas specialized for colour
perception exist beyond striate cortex. *Functional brain
imaglng studies have also shown increases in cerebral
blood flow (implying increased brain actMty) in these
areas when normal subjects observed coloured, as opposed to monochrome, images, The area was therefore
dubbed the colour centre (Lueck et al. rgSq). Responses
ftom single neurons in monkeys in cortical area V4
when the animals were presented with coloured stimuli
suggested that the colour centre might correspond to
cortical area V4. A number of problems arose with this
interpretation.
The selectivity of the response of
neurons to particular characteristics of stimuli differs
only in degree berween brain areas. Some neurons in
nearly all visual areas respond selectively to wavelength-the
proportion
in Vq is not comparatively
large. In addition, damage to area V4 in monkeys does
not result in deficits in discriminations based on wavelength, although deficits were induced by damage to
areas anterior to V4 (Heywood et al. rpq:).
Areas distinct from those involved in colour perception but associated with tle storage of colour knowledge
are activated when recalling objects' colours, or differentially activated when seeing objects in qpical and
(Zek
atypical
colours
i998, Chao
and Marini
and Martin 1999). In addition to imaging studies which
isolate areas lateral and anterior to the colour centre,
the wide variery of colour-related pathologies resulring
from brain damage suggests that different aspects
of colour information are represented in anatomically
distinct regions. Patients have been found who are
unable to retrieve colour information
about objects,
but retain their abiliry to discriminate, name, and
son colours-just
the deficit one might expect to result
form damage to an area storing object-colour associations (Miceli et al. 2oor). Other neurological conditions,
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in which colour discrimination is preserved, include
those where colour-naming (Oxbury et al. 1969), shortterrn memory
for colours (Davidoff
and Ostergaatd ry84), or colour-sorting are impaired (Beauvois
and Saillant 1985). Although the functions lost in these
disorders might
contribute
to colour
experience
through the role ofcogrritive factors in colour constancy,
these functions cnnnot be necessary for the eq)erience of
colour qualia-patients
with these deficits do not report
any loss of colour experience. This can be contrasted
with cerebral achromatopsia, in which colour eR'erience
is indeed lost. It has been suggested that the loss of
colour experience in cerebral achromatopsia is related
to failure ofaspects ofcolour constancy and so, perhaps,
the origin of colour experience arises out of the process
of estimating the reflectance properties of surfaces
(Kentridge et al. 2oo4).
Colour perception has been used as a favourite example in philosophical discussions of brain and consciousness (Jackson 1986). Although we now know
many of its details, it is hard to see how even this
knowledge could help us understand what it is like
to see in colour even if we now know a lot more about
how, and even why, we do so.
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colour Plate 5. The retinacontainsthree types ofdaylight photoreceptorscalledcones,Eachtype
containsa differentlight-sensitive
pigment which absorbslight and producesneuralsignalsrn
response.
The three pigmentsare sensitiveto short, (bluejsh),medium (greenish),
or long(reddish)wavelengthlightsas shown above,and are hence referredto as S,M, and L cones.
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Colour Plate 7. Outputsfrom conesfeed into cellsfurther into the visualsystemwith a 'centres u r r o u n d ' s p a t io
a rl g a n i z a t i o n
( a. )A t t h e s t a r to f t h e M - c h a n n ecl o m b i n e dL a n d M c o n es i g n a l si n
o n e p a r to f v i s u a sl p a c ei n h i b i ta c e l lw h i l et h e s a m ec o m b i n a t i o ni n t h e s u r r o u n d i n g
pan of space
exciteit (inhibitionand excitationswitch rolesin other cells).The resultis a cell which is sensitiveto
l u m i n a n c ec o n t r a s(t e d g e s )( .b )A t t h e s t a r to f t h e P - c h a n n eLl a n d M c o n es i g n a l sa r en o t c o m b i n e d
b u t a r et h e m s e l v epsu t i n t o o p p o s i t i o nF. o re x a m p l eL, s i g n a l si n o n e p a r to f v i s u asl p a c ee x c i t ea c e l l
w h i l et h e M s i g n a l isn t h e s u r r o u n d i npga r to f s p a c ei n h i b i ti t ( i n h i b i t i o a
nn de x c i t a t i o n
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o t h e rc e l l st;h e r ea r ea l s oc e l l sw h i c hh a v ei n p u t sf r o m S c o n e s )T. h er e s u l it sa c e l lw h l c hi ss e n s i t i vteo
variationin the wavelengthof liqht but whose responsedoes not changeas luminancevaries.
( c ) I n p r i m a r y v i s u aclo r t e xc, o m b i n a t i o nosf c o n e s i g n a w
l ith excitatoryand
i n h i b i t o r y a c t i oanr e
p u t i n t o s p a t i aol p p o s i t i o nU. n l i k et h e c e l l si n ( b )t h e s e' d o u b l e - o p p o n e n t ' c e al l rses e n s i t i vreo
chromaticcontrast.
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